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utilizing a rhythmic La Cosecha variety comparable to Juan Luis Guerra and 4.40, the duet
Mostaza, composed of Humberto Yepez and Jose Vazquez, takes listeners on a musical
journey, providing numerous types starting from salsa and bachata to merengue. "La Cosecha"
is the 1st liberate from those natives of the Dominican Republic, who're in particular adept at
distilling the flavour of Caribbean La Cosecha music. This undertaking produced via the well

known singer-songwriter and manufacturer Juan Luis Guerra contains considerate lyrics and
was once recorded in its entirety within the Dominican Republic.Songs Include: 1. Danos hoy
nuestro pan2. Fuente de Santidad3. Creo en ti4.Venga a nosotros tu reino5. Hagase tu
voluntad6.Amen7. Llevanos al Cielo8. Solo por l. a. Fe9. Libranos del Mal10. Perdona nuestras
Ofensas
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